
 
 

One Nation News, Inc. 
Writer’s Agreement 

 
 
This contract confirms the agreement between Black Heart Publishing, Inc., DBA One 
Nation News and ____________________ pursuant to which Writer will write an 
original article about 
______________________________________________________________ intended 
for initial publication in One Nation News. 
 
Our agreement between One Nation News, hereinafter referred to as “Publisher” and you, 
hereinafter referred to as “Writer” is as follows:  
 

1. Writer shall write and then email the contracted work, hereinafter referred to as 
“Article” in an electronic TEXT ONLY format that is agreed upon by Writer and 
Publisher. Writer shall accompany the email transmission with a hard copy of the 
Article that shall be mailed or delivered to the editor within 24 hours of 
submitting the electronic send. The email of the Article shall arrive to the editor 
by ____________________. In return, you shall be paid $______________ seven 
(7) to ten (10) days after publication. The Publisher reserves the right to publish 
the story when the Publisher deems fit. 

2. Writer warrants and represents that the Article will be original, will not infringe 
any copyright, invade any right of privacy, contain any libelous material, or 
infringe or violate any other person or entity. Writer indemnifies and holds 
harmless the Publisher and its licenses from any claim, suit, damage, loss or 
expense arising out of any breach of the foregoing warranties or representations. 

3. Writer is responsible for including at least two quoted sources in the Article and 
verifying all facts in the Article. Publisher retains the right to check the Article for 
accuracy and Writer shall provide the related material to the editor, either with the 
original story, or on request, to enable checking. 

4. The Publisher shall have the right to edit, revise and adapt the Article. Should the 
editor ask the Writer to make revisions, the Writer shall promptly make changes 
to the Article as requested. The Publisher may illustrate the Article with 
photographs and/or illustrations and, if requested, Writer agrees to reasonably 
assist in the writing of captions or procuring photographs. 

5. The Publisher shall have the first and exclusive license of this Article, to produce 
and distribute it by all means through media now known or hereafter discovered, 
including, but not limited to, print, microfilm and electronic media as well as the 
right to display and transmit the work publicly online. 

6. Writer will not authorize the publication of any material which appears in this 
Article (in the same market and/or for any competitor of the publication) without 
expressed written consent from the Publisher. 

7. If the Publisher shall decide for any reason not to publish the Article, other than 
the Article being received after the established deadline or deemed unacceptable 



in quality, the Publisher shall give Writer prompt notice of such decision and will 
compensate Writer with a kill fee of 25% of the agreed upon amount. At that time 
all rights to the Article shall revert back to Writer this agreement shall terminate, 
and neither party hereto shall be under any further liability or obligation to the 
other. 

8. The Publisher shall, or shall by contract, require any license to refer to Writer as 
the Writer of the Article. Publisher may also use or authorize the use of Writer’s 
name and pertinent biographical data in connection with the advertising or 
promotion of any publication of the Article.  

9. In writing the Article, you shall be acting as an independent contractor and not as 
an agent or employee of the Publisher. 

 
Please confirm that the foregoing accurately and completely sets forth our agreement by 
signing and returning the enclosed copy hereof. 
 
 
CONFIRMED AND AGREED TO: 
 
 
 
_____________________________     _____________________  ____________ 
Black Heart Publishing representative         Writer Signature                          Writer SS#/Tax ID 
 
 
 
_________________   _________________ 
Date     Date 
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